Food on the Move: How the Pandemic Has Shaped Our Eating Habits

Fri 9 July 2021 - 17.00 -19.00 UK time

A ‘Food Cultures’ event, organised by food scholars Dr Eleanor Barnett (Instagram: @historyeats/ Twitter @eleanorrbarnett), Dr Katrina Moseley (Twitter @trina_moseley), and Professor Beat Kümin (Twitter @BeatKumin).

Part of the University of Warwick’s ‘Global Research Priorities’ series.

To enter the Zoom meeting click here.
Programme

16.50–17.00 Arrival - Zoom link open

17.00–17.20: Welcome Address - Professor Beat Kümin and Dr Katrina Moseley

17.20–17.45: “The Public and the Private in Urban Food on the Move” - Professor Alex Colas, Birkbeck, University of London

17.45–18.10: “Delivering Food (Aid): Innovative Solutions to Food Insecurity During the Pandemic” - Dr Ronald Ranta, Kingston University London

(Chair: Dr Eleanor Barnett)
Participants:
Toby Savill, co-founder of Foodstuff (Independent food delivery service)
Ellis Bavington-Hall, co-founder of Eat Grounded (Plant-based recipe kits)
Darren Green, director of Thrive Café & Bistro (Plant-based café, Cambridge)


18.55–19.30: Open discussion, informal networking, and food!
The Zoom call will remain active for those wishing to stay and enjoy dinner/drinks.

Participants will also receive an Eat Grounded discount code - coming soon!

Get 15% off your FoodStuff order (for those living in Bristol, Cambridge, or Manchester*), with code TABLE15
*Check online wearefoodstuff.co.uk for full list of locations and term & conditions